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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Morley Robbins, MBA, CHC,  founder of the Magnesium Advocacy Group and best known as the

Magnesium Man, has also written a book called “Cu-RE Your Fatigue: The Root Cause and How to

Fix It on Your Own.”

In this book, he goes well beyond magnesium into other nutrients such as copper, iron, vitamins A

and D and more, and his Root Cause Protocol  is the implementation of that information. I’m

impressed with the book because Robbins covers every basic cause for disease that I am aware of.

Most people who write about health will miss a few, but I believe he really nails all of them.

The Importance of Copper

Minerals play a crucial role in the activation of enzyme pathways, which are responsible for

metabolism. This, in part, is what makes minerals so foundational for good health.

If you don’t have the required minerals, the “batteries” of your cells, the mitochondria, won’t work

properly. In a nutshell, good health depends on ample and robust energy production and utilization,

and for that, you need copious amounts of highly-functioning mitochondria that have limited

oxidative stress.

Robbins describes mitochondria not as a power plant but as a factory. And what goes on in a

factory? Of course, there’s activity that depends on an energy source, but there’s also movement of

raw materials, the production and movement of end products, and the recycling of them.

“People don't think about that — and the fact that the mitochondria are connected to both

the endoplasmic reticulum and the lysosomes,” Robbins says. “Well, suddenly you've got

lysosomes being the recycling center and the endoplasmic reticulum being where the

proteins are going to get made. It's like a completely different idea.

We all have this image from our high school biology class of what the picture of a cell looks

like, and it has one or two mitochondria. Well, I've come to realize that that picture was

drawn by Walt Disney, because it's a complete distortion of reality.

The average cell has 500 mitochondria; the average liver cell has 2,000 mitochondria;

kidney cell, 4,000 mitochondria; heart cell, 10,000 mitochondria. The mature eggs in a

woman's body have anywhere from 100,000 to 600,000 mitochondria.

And then the brain region, the substantia nigra, it has 2 million mitochondria per neuron.

That's a game changer, when you begin to understand the concentration of activity.”

As an example, Parkinson’s disease is rooted in defective mitochondrial function in this area of the

brain. According to Robbins, by the time you get a diagnosis of Parkinson's, 66% of those neurons

are dead. Multiply 66% times 2 million mitochondria per neuron, and you realize we're talking about

a massive loss of mitochondrial energy.

Conventional medical doctors will typically prescribe L-DOPA to treat Parkinson’s, but that actually

makes the situation much worse in the long run, and in no way, shape or form addresses the loss of

these mitochondria. “This whole concept of energy production is so essential, and it's overlooked,”

Robbins says.

In:ammation Is a Lack of Energy

Another description of “lack of energy” is inVammation, Robbins says. InVammation is poor energy

production, and the reason goes back to mitochondrial dysfunction. He likens mitochondria to a

two-stroke engine with two copper centers, Copper A (two Copper atoms) and Copper B (with one

Copper atom).

Copper A is the easy stroke that produces hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which is a source of oxidative

stress. The hydrogen peroxide then needs to be turned into two molecules of water (H2O). If your

body keeps producing H2O2 rather than water, it’s because you don’t have enough copper to

achieve the transformation into two molecules of H2O.

This typically implies that the Cytochrome c Oxidase enzyme in Complex 4 of the mitochondrial

electron transport chain is not doing its job. And as hydrogen peroxide builds, you end up with loads

of free radicals that results in mitochondrial oxidative damage.

“We live on a planet that has two very active elements, oxygen and iron, and we know they

don't mix well, because they create rust,” Robbins says. “Yet the terminal destination for

both iron and oxygen are the mitochondria. That's an important thing to understand. And

so, inside these organelles, these factories, are a series of proteins that are loading

electrons onto oxygen and hydrogen.

The term used in the literatures is we're activating oxygen and hydrogen to create water.

The mitochondria are water wheels, they're the source of water in our metabolism. And

when minerals are in optimal levels, we can make water.

And once we make water — which implies the pH of 7, because that's when water exists —

that releases the precursor to energy, called ADP. ADP goes over to another complex to

become ATP. And, as many people might know, those proteins, ADP and ATP, actually have

magnesium in them to give them structural integrity. It's a very important aspect of energy

dynamics.”

The Role of Mitochondrial Complexes

Inside the electron transport chain (ETC) in the mitochondria are [ve complexes. Complex 1, 3 and

4 work together as a unit and are known clinically as the “Respirasome.” Complex 4, also known as

Cytochrome c Oxidase (CcOX), is an electron shuttle that has multiple elements of copper in it. It’s

actually a dimer, so that means there are actually six atoms of copper, and the job of those copper

atoms is to turn oxygen into water.

“Here's where I think it gets really fascinating. Every kitchen has a stove, right? And they're

usually made of iron, steel, and they're cooking something. But does the stove run itself?

Does the stove know what food to put into the pot? What temperature? How long to keep it

on?

Of course not, it needs a chef. I call them Cuisine artists, so we can see the symbol for

copper, Cu, and I for iron. And so, inside Complex 4, there is a stove, and it's called heme

a3. It holds oxygen.

And then Copper B comes along and slices and dices, it lets the electrons and hydrogen

Vow through, and voila, we have water. Then, that releases ADP to go over to Complex 5,

which is called ATP Synthase, and it's like a rotor, a little motor inside the mitochondria.

These are stacked like pancakes. We don't really know how many Complex 5s are in one

mitochondria, it could be hundreds, it might be thousands.

But they're each spinning at 150 revolutions per second, and every time it goes around, it's

releasing three Mg-ATP. Just think of the vortex of thousands of these little rotors inside

one mitochondria, much less thousands, hundreds of thousands, millions. The sheer

elegance of the design of human physiology is absolutely amazing.”

Complex 4, or CcOX, is an electron shuttle, and needs retinol (vitamin A) to function. Robbins

explains there’s a four-part component called the Signalosome, but:

“... if retinol isn't there in adequate levels, it's going to set the stage for what's called the

Warburg effect. And that's going to take us down a whole different bunny trail, but whoever

knew about retinol being critical for energy production? That's not something typically

discussed in clinical circles.”

Retinol is not the same as beta-carotene. There are no plant sources of retinol, it only comes from

animal sources, which is yet another profoundly good reason to regularly include animal foods in

your diet. Butter, heavy cream, egg yolks, liver and CLO are particularly high in retinol. Your body

can make retinol from beta-carotene, but ONLY if you have adequate copper in the tissue to activate

BCMO enzyme.

Why Sun Exposure Is so Important

Another important point to understand is that while sun exposure is important for making vitamin D,

it is also crucial for transforming retinol into its active metabolites, called retinoids. There are

nuclear receptors and retinoic acids, which are hormones, that are incredibly important. The

nuclear receptors allow your thyroid to work, for example, by binding TR (Thyroid Receptor) to RXR

(a key Retinoid X Receptor. With absent adequate RXR, the condition is called hypothyroidism.

Infrared radiation from sunlight also triggers the production of melatonin in your mitochondria. So,

when you’re getting sun exposure, you’re accomplishing three very important things.

You’re activating vitamin D, you’re converting vitamin A to its active form, which allows vitamin A to

perform its many regulatory functions, and you’re producing melatonin in the mitochondria, which

radically reduces oxidative stress in the mitochondrial factories.

As explained by Robbins, vitamin A is a light sensor and vitamin D is a light [lter. “It’s a fascinating

concept to think of those as parallel yin-yang functions,” he says. “They need to be considered

together.”

“ Being anemic does not automatically mean that
you’re iron deficient. You may be deficient in
copper. Anemia is really iron dysfunction or
dysregulation.”

Similarly, iron and copper need to be considered together. “Iron serves at the pleasure of copper

enzymes,” Robbins says. If you don’t have copper in your diet, you can’t make hemoglobin and you

cannot properly metabolize Iron. So, being anemic does not automatically mean that you’re iron-

de[cient. You may be de[cient in copper. Anemia is really iron dysfunction or dysregulation.

If you’re a farmer or grow your own food, the best way to put copper back into the soil, to get it into

the food, is to add copper sulfate. Before you plant, simply spray the soil with copper sulfate, 10 to

15 pounds per acre. Most farmers merely use NPK (nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium) fertilizer

and NPK blocks copper uptake in the plants, which was highlighted by Andre Voisin, Ph.D., in his

1957 classic (which, sadly, is now out of print): “Soil, Grass & Cancer.”

Iron Toxicity Is Likely Your Biggest Health Danger

Unfortunately, the focus on iron loading can be disastrous, as excess iron increases oxidative

stress. Robbins explains:

“Iron dysregulation is the elephant in the room. It is front and center of why we have

metabolic dysfunction. When we go back into the mitochondria, again, they're not just

making energy. They are critical recycling centers. Again, if iron has a terminal destination

in the mitochondria, that means it needs to be recycled.

What's it's supposed to be recycled into? It's either going to become a heme group or it's

going to become iron sulfur clusters. Those are the two principal sources of using iron in

the body, beyond the dominance that hemoglobin plays.

It turns out that to make heme and to make iron sulfur clusters, we've got to have copper.

Four of the eight enzymes to make heme are copper dependent and found within the

mitochondrial matrix, and the rate limiting variable in making iron sulfur clusters,

Glutaredoxin-5, requires copper.

If, in fact, there is a de_ciency in copper — which I would argue exists because farming and

food processing have lowered copper's presence in the soil and in the food — by virtue of

that, the concentration of copper in the mitochondria has changed.

It is lower today than it was 90 years ago. It's been the No. 1 nutrient de_ciency on the farm

for 80 years. At the same time, what the World Health Organization will tell you is that iron

de_ciency is the No. 1 nutrient de_ciency. Well, those two are connected and they don't

know that ...

There are 50,000 atoms of copper in each mitochondrial matrix. That's a big deal. If the

copper's not there, then the heme enzymes and the iron sulfur cluster enzymes are not

going to work right. Iron is going to start to build in the mitochondria and then ultimately

into the tissue.

It's going to go into what's called mitoferrin, a storage locker in the mitochondria, and then

it might spill out into the ferritin inside the cell itself. When that starts to build, it's called

the labile iron pool (LIP), and labile does not mean happy. It does not mean free. It means

REALLY reactive.

It's important to understand what that word means. As that iron is rising, there can be a

40% loss of energy, a 60% loss, 80% loss up to a 94% loss of energy [because] it’s damaging

the ETC [electron transport chain] — Complexes 1, 3 and 4. It’s also affecting the ability to

work with oxygen. There's just a wholesale breakdown.

In simple terms, it’s rust ... Complex 4 must turn oxygen into water. If that doesn't happen,

you're going to create super oxide. That's an oxygen molecule with an extra electron. It's

not super, it's actually Hyper-oxide. You're going to create hydrogen peroxide. You're going

to create the hydroxyl radical [*OH].

These are violently reactive, and ... it begins to increase the acidity inside the cell. When the

cell becomes more acidic, it can't make energy. And that's ultimately what iron is doing. It’s

causing this increased acidity because of its reactive nature with oxygen and these

proteins in the ETC.”

Why Blood Tests Aren’t Dependable

As noted by Robbins, there’s a big difference between iron de[ciency in the blood and iron

dysregulation in the mitochondria and in the cell. This is something that’s not adequately

understood.

In 2004 biochemist Bruce Ames determined there’s 10 times more iron in the cell than in the blood.

This means the blood tests we rely on are not accurate. They don’t reveal the whole story of iron

metabolism. You need to measure iron activity in several ways, such as:

CBC

Serum zinc

Serum copper

Serum ceruloplasmin

Transferrin percent saturation

Ferritin, Total Iron Binding Capacity, serum iron and hemoglobin

Serum retinol

Where Is Most Iron Stored?

So, where is most of the iron in the body, and what is the most accurate reVection of that?

According to Robbins, inside your body, the ideal ratio of iron to copper is, on average, 50-to-1.

Ideally, you would have about 5,000 milligrams of iron and about 100 mg of copper in your body.

The highest concentrations of iron, 70%, is in the hemoglobin. So, ideally, in your blood you would

have about 3,500 mg of iron, but there is only 1 mg of copper. Now, inside your bone marrow, where

blood is actually made, you’d have about 24 mg of iron and 47 mg of copper. Your body is very

dependent on copper to make that blood. When copper is de[cient, your hemoglobin level will

decline.

Robbins cites 2021 research by Yohan Kim and Rocio Perez-Gonzalez that showed when you

eliminate copper, iron loading takes place in the liver, and the gene responsible for that is a gene

that’s affected by loss of copper.

High Ferritin Is Not a Sign of Iron SuMciency

So, getting back to the issue of anemia. What does that actually mean? Where is the iron? As

explained by Robbins, the iron is stuck, because it can't properly recycle. Ideally, iron isn’t stored but

rather continuously recycled. Ferritin is an iron storage protein, which measures iron in the tissues,

but not when it shows up in the serum, which is far more important.

Years ago, Robbins asked Dr. Douglas Kell, a world-renowned iron researcher, “What is the ideal

ferritin level for a human?” His answer: Zero. Robbins thought he was joking, but he was not. Kell

told him, “Rising ferritin is not a sign of iron vitality. It's a sign of organ pathophysiology.”

Unfortunately, few doctors understand this. In conventional medicine, anyone with a ferritin level of

20 is assumed to have iron de[ciency. So, how can you properly diagnose what’s going on? Robbins

explains:

“Here's how I explained it to the Amish farmers to make sure they understood it. I said, ‘If

you want to know how many bales of hay you have in your barn, would you go out in the

_eld and start counting them?' And they went, ‘No.’ Well, that's what they're doing with

blood tests.

The ferritin protein is designed to be inside the cell. What Dr. Kell was pointing out is that

under intense inVammation, there's a change in how the lysosomes work to break down the

ferritin protein and then allow for the recycling of the iron.

We're getting at some really esoteric physiology and I'm going to try to keep it really simple.

The narrative is that serum ferritin is an accurate indication of ferritin in the cell. No, it’s

not. This idea that looking inside the blood is going to be an indicator of what's happening

inside the cell is a leap of faith.
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inside the cell is a leap of faith.

My sweet spot is between 20 and 50. When Dr. Kell said zero, I said, I don't think people

would believe me if I said zero. So, I went back into the research and 20 to 50 seems to be

an acceptable tolerance. What I've learned is that, in the blood testing, when the serum

ferritin for a woman gets above 150, that's when the red Vag goes off for women. And when

it gets above 300, that's when the red Vag goes off for men.

It usually correlates with liver inVammatory activity. And there's some dysregulation, some

stressor. It might be diet, it might be just environmental stress, it could be a number of

factors ...

And I would argue [iron metabolism] is the most complicated, most sophisticated and least

understood part of human physiology. It is not a dipstick function. Iron is not low or high.

Iron is either dysregulated or it's functional. And if it doesn't have adequate supplies of

copper, you don't have “functional” iron metabolism.

The fact is these two metals don't have separate metabolism. They are joined at the hip of

the master antioxidant protein, Ceruloplasmin. That's what gives the metals their integrity.

Ceruloplasmin expresses many enzymes but the most important ones are the ones that

regulate iron and oxygen.

Copper's the only element on the planet that can manage the two most reactive elements in

our body. All the others are kind of the observers, if you will. And so, copper is central to the

process of keeping oxidative stress at a moderate level but optimizing energy production.

That's the magic sauce — making sure there's a healthy balance between energy and

exhaust, just like there is in our car. We're going to produce exhaust. And so, it's like we've

got to be able to optimize both the energy and the exhaust.”

My Clinical Experience

I [rst became aware of the danger of excess iron over 30 years ago when I diagnosed my dad with

hemochromatosis. His ferritin level was close to 1,000. I learned the danger of iron through health

and science journalist and radio personality Bill Sardi, who recently passed away. Sardi had

recommended an iron chelator called IP6, but I found it was worthless and the only thing that

lowered my dad’s ferritin was for him to do blood donations.

My dad had beta thalassemia, which predisposed him to iron accumulation. I inherited that from my

father and my ferritin was also in the 100s in the 1980s. Thankfully, I have been relatively

aggressive about lowering my iron through regular blood removal, but Robbins helped me

understand that there is a huge gap here and we need to be hyperdiligent about keeping our iron

levels low.

I used to measure serum ferritin on all my patients and nearly everyone was over 100, which is

consistent with Robbins’ observation that this is a major issue for nearly everyone. I used to

regularly mention this in my newsletter but have neglected it in recent years. Thanks to Robbins, I

now understand just how important this is and will be doing additional articles on how you can

lower your iron.

Why Removing Iron Is so Important to Stay Healthy

I had read Robbins’ book and listened to many of his interviews but never really appreciated the

main crux of the problem of iron storage. What is typically taught is that you have 5,000 mg (5

grams) of iron in your body. But this number does NOT include iron stored in your tissues.

Robbins explains that we accumulate about 1 mg of iron every day (based on the research of

leading Iron biologists), and unless we lose blood, we retain that amount. This is largely related to

many of the processed foods being supplemented with dangerous forms of iron like iron [llings.

So, by the time you are 65, you may have accumulated over 20,000 mg of storage iron.

This storage iron will radically increase the oxidative stress and tissue damage in your body. It also

is one of the most common causes of fatigue because of how it impairs the mitochondrial

production of energy.

When you donate a pint or half a liter of blood, you are actually removing 250 mg of iron from your

tissue iron. Donating four pints a year is far more than most people do but you can see that if you

had 20,000 mg of storage iron, it would take you 20 years of donating blood four times a year to get

it down to normal levels.

Although blood donation is one highly effective way to lower your iron, it is not the ideal, as losing

10% of your blood in one sitting can be a problem for many. It is far easier on your system to

remove blood in smaller amounts once a month on the schedule I have listed below. If you have

congestive heart failure or severe COPD, you should discuss this with your doctor, but otherwise

this is a fairly appropriate recommendation for most.

Men

150 ml

Postmenopausal Women

100 ml

Premenopausal Women

50 ml

Most Will BeneOt From Blood Donation

As I mentioned above, most adult men and postmenopausal or nonmenstruating women, have

excessive iron levels. Fortunately, there’s a simple remedy. Simply donate blood one to four times a

year. The more the better. However, four pints is an aggressive schedule and an easier approach to

your system is to do it monthly at your home.

I will be doing a future video on this, but all it requires is hiring a phlebotomist to come to your

house and drain the appropriate amount of blood as per the chart above. This could be pricey, but if

you expand your network of family and friends you may be surprised that you already know

someone who is a trained phlebotomist.

According to Robbins, people who donate blood a few times a year wind up living a lot longer

because it reduces their iron and associated pathology. Can you imagine if you were donating the

equivalent of four pints a year? In my view, it may be the single best way to improve your health.

Your body has no enzyme, no hormone, no active mechanism to address excess iron, other than

blood loss, which allows it to leave your body. It's a profoundly basic principle. Robbins cites a

famous iron biologist at Indiana University, the late Eugene D. Weinberg, who wrote an inVuential

2010 article in which he stated that at the [rst onset of not feeling well, he would donate a pint of

blood and invariably feel better.

“What is aging?” Robbins asks. “It's iron accumulation in our eyes, in our hearing, in our

hair, in our heart, our liver, our joints. All these conditions of old age are just iron

accumulation. Why is it accumulating? Because it's not being recycled. And what's falling

as we age? Critical minerals: magnesium drops, copper drops and retinol gets stored.

Retinol is not available in our metabolism. Why? Because it gets stuck in our liver because

it's not being attached to the retinol binding protein, so it stays as retinyl esters in the liver

and it has no function then.

The other connection that people need to know about is the connection between iron and

sugar. There are two axes that run the body: Copper and fat, and iron and sugar, and never

the twain shall meet ...

I've read a lot of articles. How many have I found that actually talk about the metabolism of

fat in the mitochondria? One. And I think the mitochondria actually are fat organelles. They

really prefer fat, but we've been corralled into a diet based on sugar, which is really toxic

with iron. Most people don't know that. It's amazing what it does to the chemistry of the

cell.”

Summary

To summarize some of the key points, ferritin can generally be used as a crude assessment tool for

iron status, with the understanding that it’s not reVective of intercellular iron stores, which is the

more important parameter. So, if your ferritin is between 20 and 50, you’re probably in the ballpark.

That said, Robbins warns that ferritin alone should never be used as an assessment of iron status.

A far more powerful indicator is to measure your hemoglobin, as it’s a bigger pool of iron and is

constantly recycled. High hemoglobin would be suggestive of higher iron content.

If your ferritin is below 20, there may be some serious problems afoot, typically parasites. So, don’t

just jump to the conclusion that you have iron de[ciency and start taking iron supplements,

because iron is one of the most toxic supplements there is. Excessive iron is one of the easiest

ways to destroy your health, and most of the iron added to processed foods are problematic as they

can be carcinogenic.

“If people understand the importance of lowering the iron footprint and increasing the

copper footprint, that produces this access to vitality and longevity that very few people

talk about,” Robbins says.

It is important to understand you still need to seriously consider depleting your high iron stores.

The only ones who may be safe are those who have been regularly donating blood; probably

donating over 20 pints would get you in the safe range.

As for raising your copper intake, it’s best to get your copper from food and not a supplement. Good

sources include bee pollen, grass fed beef liver and other organ meats. You also want plenty of

saturated fats in your diet, as copper is a fat-soluble mineral. If you don't have fat in your diet, your

ability to absorb copper plummets.

Whole food vitamin C can also be helpful, as vitamin C contains an enzyme called tyrosinase, which

has 2 atoms of copper in it. Acerola cherry is one excellent source. A single acerola cherry contains

about 80 mg of whole food vitamin C. Ascorbic acid is prooxidant, while vitamin C complex is

actually an antioxidant. Anything that has copper is going to be antioxidant.

As noted by Robbins, “The antioxidant enzyme capacity is really dependent on available copper, so

food-based forms are very important.”

More Information

For more information, be sure to listen to the interview in its entirety, and pick up a copy of “Cu-RE

Your Fatigue: The Root Cause and How to Fix It on Your Own.” The book is available in paperback,

ebook and audio. You can also learn more on his website, TheRootCauseProtocol.com.

“If people can just lower their iron footprint and increase their focus on nutrient dense food,

with a special bias towards the copper, as we've discussed today, it's going to have a

signi_cant change in how your body generates energy, and how you feel,” Robbins says.

“And if you want to get into the real depth of it, both the book and the website go into more

detail.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,966 ratings

ORDER NOW
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to [brin and clots. In addition, iron could cause oxidative stress that can subsequently lead to increased erythrocyte viscosity

and thrombosis. www.researchgate.net/pro[le/Sreekanth-Sivaraman-2/publication/3543738..  (2020 Functions of Copper 1.-

antioxidant: reduces cell damage caused by free radicals.

The enzyme Superoxide dismutase is a copper/zinc-dependent enzyme that catalyzes the excretion of superoxide radicals (free

radicals) from our body. Other copper-dependent enzymes that prevent cell damage are ceruloplasmin, ferroxidase II,

cytochrome C oxidase, among others. 2.- Formation of connective tissue: the enzyme lysyl-oxidase, also dependent on copper,

is essential for the interaction of collagen and elastin, essential for the formation of connective tissue.

This enzyme is involved in the integrity of connective tissue in the heart and vessels as well as the development of bones and

muscles. 3.- Participates in the metabolism of iron: the enzymes ferroxidase I (ceruloplasmin) and ferroxidase II are

copper-dependent enzymes present in the plasma, they make it possible for iron to bind to the protein called transferrin, which

transports the absorbed iron by food to the blood, which will be used to synthesize other enzymes and proteins that contain iron

in their structure such as myoglobin and hemoglobin, the main component of red blood cells.
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4.- Energy production: the copper-dependent enzyme, cytochrome C oxidase, has a fundamental role in the production of energy

in cells (ATP). This enzyme is found abundantly in tissues with high metabolic activity such as the heart, brain and liver. 5.-

Synthesis of neurotransmitters: the enzyme dopamine monooxygenase, copper-dependent, converts dopamine to the

neurotransmitter norepinephrine. 6.- Formation and maintenance of myelin: myelin is a protective layer of the nerves, essential

for the proper functioning of the nervous system, which is made up of phospholipids whose synthesis depends on the enzyme

cytochrome C oxidase, a copper-dependent enzyme, that is to say that needs copper to be able to act.

7.- Formation of melanin: melanin is a pigment formed in cells called melanocytes that plays an important role in the

pigmentation of hair, skin and eyes. The enzyme tyrosinase, copper-dependent, is responsible for the formation of this pigment.

8.- Maintains the proper functioning of the thyroid gland: copper participates in the production of the thyroid hormone, thyroxine

(T4). 9.- Participates in the maintenance of the immune system: it is essential for the proper development and functioning of

our defenses.

Copper, like silver, is capable of destroying by simple contact 99% of pathogenic bacteria, fungi, mites and viruses that affect

humans. 10.- Promotes wound healing: due to its role in collagen formation.

www.eu[c.org/en/vitamins-and-minerals/article/copper-foods-functions-..  www.medicalnewstoday.com/.../288165

#health_bene[ts  www.zonadiet.com/.../cobre.php  www.zonadiet.com/.../hierro.php  www.medicalnewstoday.com/.../288165
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Ceruloplasmin (Cp) produced in the liver regulates iron transport for further incorporation into red blood cells and copper

transport in plasma. Cp regulates the homeostasis of copper and iron ions, ferroxidase activity, the oxidation of organic amines

and the prevention of the formation of free radicals. Cp is induced during inVammation and infection. Abnormal metal ion

metabolism and oxidative stress are found in other neurodegenerative diseases, such as Wilson's disease, Alzheimer's disease,

and Parkinson's disease. Brain iron accumulation and decreased Co activity have been shown to be associated with

neurodegeneration. Cp may play a protective role in neurodegenerative diseases.

www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ben/cn/2019/00000017/00000006/art00006  (2019)

Human diseases and disorders associated with mutations in the Cp gene have revealed a more complicated interface between

copper and iron metabolism and a complex role for metal transporters that control cell survival not only by providing the

essential nutrient required for cell growth, but also by controlling redox chemistry and initiating signaling pathways that control

inVammation. Aceruloplasminemia, a disorder associated with the accumulation of iron in tissues more pronounced in the

central nervous system and the gastrointestinal system: liver and pancreas.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../B9780128105320000094  (2019) www.news-medical.net/.../What-is-Aceruloplasminemia-

 (Spanish).aspx (2019) Alterations in copper homeostasis correlate with a higher rate of cognitive decline, Alzheimer's disease

in patients with type 2 diabetes, and correlating with a higher rate of conversion from prediabetes to diabetes would bring

almost immediate bene[ts in the clinical community in terms of treatment escacy, AD prevention, and cost savings.

www.ingentaconnect.com/content/wk/wad/2019/00000033/00000001/art00014  (2019)
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Anemia, frailty, and inVammation factors are potential risk factors in Alzheimer's disease, metal abnormalities including iron

(Fe), zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), and aluminum (Al) also deserve consideration [2] and may be related to the central abnormalities

leading to manifestations of the observed risk factors. Epidemiological studies that include Al concentrations in drinking water

have been shown to increase the risk of AD when the corresponding levels of silicon are taken into account. Elevated levels of

free Cu and defective ceruloplasmin, or apoceruloplasmin that lacks bound copper, are associated with Alzheimer's AD and may

be an identi[able risk factor for the development of the disease.

n.neurology.org/content/loss-metal-homeostasis-may-be-additional-risk-..  (2019) The biochemist Gabriela Salvador, a

researcher at Conicet, says "The accumulation of transition metals occurs because there is an alteration of multiple cellular

mechanisms, imbalances that can cause toxic effects that damage all the components of the cell, and proteins, lipids and DNA

and it is associated with oxidative stress.Among the factors that generate oxidative stress are eating habits, alcohol, stress,

smoking, depression, anxiety, pollution and a sedentary lifestyle", explains the researcher.

The free copper fraction (not bound to ceruloplasmin) is increased in disorders of copper homeostasis, as well as in people with

Alzheimer's. Alzheimer's patients appear to have elevated plasma copper levels compared to healthy controls. Copper could be

involved in the formation of senile plaques through hypermethylation of β-amyloid peptides, possibly leading to zinc depletion,

increased oxidative stress, and even brain damage. Also polymorphism in the ATP7B gene that can modify the risk of

developing Alzheimer's. lpi.oregonstate.edu/.../copper  (2018)
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The Cu/Zn ratio was greater than 1.00 for 87% of the patients, which is an indicator of an inVammatory state. All patients with

hypozincemia and hypocupremia had poor Zn intake, but only 65% of hypercupremia patients were de[cient in dietary Zn.

Consequently, the Cu/Zn ratio could indicate an inVammatory state and a high risk of zinc de[ciency in this speci[c child

population. www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2021) High copper values (fourth quartile) were associated with a 50% increase in RRs for

all causes of death (RR = 1.5, 95% con[dence interval = 1.1-2.1), a 40% increase for cancer mortality (1.4, 0.9-2.2), and a 30%

increase for cardiovascular mortality (1.3, 0.6-2.8) compared to values low ([rst quartile). High magnesium values were

negatively associated with mortality with a 40% decrease in the relative risk of all causes (0.6, 0.4-0.8) and cardiovascular

deaths (0.6, 0.2). -1.2) and 50% for cancer deaths (0.5; 0.3-0.8) .

In addition, subjects with a combination of high zinc and high copper values had synergistically increased all-cause (2.6;

1.4-5.0) and cancer (2.7; 1.0- 7.3) Mortality risks. Similarly, combined values of low zinc and high magnesium were associated

with decreased all-cause (0.2, 0.1-0.5) and cancer (0.2, 0.1- ,8) mortality risks. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../16570028  In children,

zinc de[ciency causes delayed growth and weight gain. Recent research indicates that zinc availability affects cell signaling

systems that coordinate the response to insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), the growth-regulating hormone.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../2927993  www.tandfonline.com/.../07315724.1996.10718608  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../21501440

 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../10801966
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TOP 10 FOODS HIGHEST IN COPPER www.myfooddata.com/.../high-copper-foods.php

 (2021)---------------------------------------------- TOP 10 FOODS HIGHEST IN IRON www.myfooddata.com/.../food-sources-of-iron.php

 (2021)---------------------------------------------------TOP 10 FOODS HIGHEST IN ZINC www.myfooddata.com/.../high-zinc-foods.php

 (2021)---------------------------------------------------------TOP 10 FOODS HIGHEST IN MAGNESIUM

www.myfooddata.com/.../foods-high-in-magnesium.php  (2021). Dietary factors contribute signi[cantly to the development of

iron de[ciency and later iron de[ciency anemia.

Iron absorption by intestinal enterocytes controls iron balance, but there is no controlled iron excretion pathway. Although heme

iron makes up a smaller portion of dietary iron, it is highly bioavailable and 20% to 30% of heme iron is absorbed. In contrast,

nonheme iron absorption is much more variable and is signi[cantly affected by other components of the diet; with 1%-10% iron

we have not absorbed. Ferrous ion uptake by dcytB is driven by proton cotransport, so an acidic duodenal pH facilitates iron

uptake and is competitively inhibited by other divalent cations. Ascorbic acid is one of the most effective enhancers of

non-heme iron absorption.

Other dietary factors, such as citric and other organic acids and carotenes, similarly enhance nonheme iron absorption. In

addition, animal proteins, such as meat, [sh and poultry, improve iron absorption. Meat also promotes nonheme iron absorption

by activating gastric acid production. In contrast, nonheme iron absorption is inhibited by phytic acid in grains and cereals and

by polyphenols in some vegetables, coffee, tea, and wine. These inhibitors have bound nonheme iron, making it unavailable for

absorption. Dietary factors that inVuence iron absorption are described in Table 1.

www.peertechzpublications.com/.../IJASFT-4-133.php
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Hey Gui - To see Dr Voisin decades ago saw the connection between the use of chemical fertilizer & the reduction of copper

over half a century ago is similar to the realization of Warburg Syndrome, to go on & mostly ignore both. Not only farmers &

gardeners are encouraged to use chemical NPK fertilizers, but organic gardeners in years past mistakenly focused much on

NPK, tilled breaking up soil integrity so as minerals could also leach downward. With the growing awareness of Regenerative

Biodynamics, the low till, no till holds soil structure & soil life all holding minerals. Vandana Shiva & RFK Jr discussed in the clip

the other day the further insult of RoundUp blocking uptake of minerals & plants grown void of minerals, basically making us

bark eaters.

(Actually, bark has a lot of minerals, but you get the point.) The garden here is on old mine tailings from over 100 years ago,

while supporting plant life, void of many minerals. Also, there is a high concentrate of Iron & Sulfur in the well water. Continuing

to build soil Soul with Buckwheat & then Red Clover followed by Eden Garden methods the soil goes from nearly bleached blond

white, to creamy coffee mocha to [nally black rich Vuffy gold the plants love. This has shown up in the massive reduction of

insect damage. (The Red Clover only gets about 3 inches high, but the roots go very deep & bring minerals back to the surface.)

The garden already has less insect damage from Organic feedings than the chemical NPK.

Volcanic ash & biochar get added to the soil adding to it's Soul. Yet, it's expected the high iron concentrates in the water is

causing problems. Following the article advice, copper will be added this year to see if or what bene[ts it brings. Sometimes

things are not immediately realized, and as far as the individuals noticing in their body's, as the article points out we've most

likely been accumulating iron for decades. If it takes decades to build up, it isn't going to disappear overnight
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Very true, Just, as you say, let's take care of our Garden, our mother earth. We need a biodynamic and regenerative agriculture

of the soils in connection with a ranching of animals raised on grass. The composition of the soil, the fertilizers used or the

rotation of the crops are some of the factors that affect the quality and Vavor of the products. Although the shelves are full of

attractive products, the reality is that such beauty is not reVected in the taste or nutritional value of food. Especially in

developed countries, diets with natural and fresh products are being replaced by a diet from industrial agriculture.

The composition of the soil, the fertilizers used and the rotation of the crops, until maturity at the time of collection and the

variety cultivated, cause that there is more and more food, but that they feed less. In intensive agriculture, a production system

in which intensive use is made of the means of production to obtain maximum yield, chemical fertilizers and pesticides are

used that have an enormous impact on the quality of food. In order to produce faster in less time, farmers use a high number of

these substances that the plant cannot absorb.

If soil micronutrients, especially zinc, iron and manganese, are not present in plants, they will not be in food either. The result is

less Vavor and aroma and lower values of vitamins and minerals. Agriculture, based on the optimal use of natural resources,

without using chemical products or genetically modi[ed organisms, could help preserve soil fertility, as well as the nutritional

quality of food, thanks to the application of techniques that contemplate the elimination of toxic products or a studied crop

rotation.
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Glyphosate is degrading the soil and people's health. In one of the largest studies of glyphosate contamination in a human

population, the world's most widely used herbicide was found in more than 99% of the general public in France, with a total of

more than 6,800 urine samples tested. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/france-people-contaminated-glyphos..  (2022)

GLYPHOSATE CONTAMINATION ‘WIDESPREAD’ IN FOODS SOLD AT WHOLE FOODS, AMAZON, WALMART AND TARGET

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/glyphosate-contamination-foods-who..  (2022) The race is degenerating.

Foods with fewer nutrients and also processed are consumed. A new study published in the journal Gastroenterology found that

synthetic additives in highly processed foods can have "detrimental impacts" on our gut, causing a "wide range of chronic

inVammatory diseases." childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chemical-additives-processed-foods..  (2022) Toxic Chemicals to

Blame for Rise in Childhood Cancers, Experts Say childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/toxic-chemicals-rise-childhood-can..

 (2022)
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Yes Gui, these dead 'food like products' void of complete nutrition yet lots of calories causing never ending cravings for more of

the same, especially once out of the [elds & then processed with more enticing, addiction craving additives along with

preservatives to prevent the visible signs of rot. The Ag Methods of the Predator$ machine also show their hands with the basic

foundational practice of all the to Bigs - the lowest cost per unit - With Fewest Human Hands of Labor Involved! Fine tune the

practices for their personal needs at our expense so as to eventually eliminate the vast herd of the Great Unwashed. To be

replaced by the digital, cyborg, robot. The fewer actual humans needed, the easiest to control, or so this is how it works on

paper anyway.
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Yes, Just, Professor María Dolores Raigón at the Polytechnic University of Valencia and Principal Investigator of the Project

"Management of Biodiversity in Organic Agriculture and its InVuence on Food Quality". Professor of the Department of Plant

Science, College of Agriculture and Natural Resources, University of Connecticut (USA), says that organic production

techniques are favorable to produce foods with high nutritional concentration, and organoleptic, Respecting biological

diversity.1 These bene[ts favor the development and functioning of different organs and systems, ranging from neurological,

reproductive, endocrine, and immune disorders.

Nitrate concentrations in vegetables are higher for conventional vegetables, depending on the species, on average 50% more for

Chinese cabbage, 35% lettuce, 65% for spinach and 28% spinach. Organic orange juice contains 20% more vitamin C than

conventional fruits. The organic citrus fruits are more aromatic, presenting 24% of the essential oils. Antioxidants are in higher

concentrations in organic fruits, for example strawberries (26%), blackberries (40%), apples (15%) and pepper (17%).

The traditional varieties of lettuce, have concentrated a higher content of minerals. Organic food of animal origin has a higher

protein content (2.6% in egg, 7.8% in rabbit meat, which means that for each 100 g of rabbit meat is consumed, 1.41 g Of

protein ingested, if the meat comes from organic farming, and the omega-3 / omega-6 ratio increases as the anti-inVammatory

power increases.(2) In short, the list is endless. (1) www.citeulike.org/.../162911  (2)

journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0082429
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"Anemia, frailty, and inVammation factors are potential risk factors in Alzheimer's disease, metal abnormalities including iron

(Fe), zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), and aluminum (Al) also deserve consideration [2] and may be related to the central abnormalities

leading to manifestations of the observed risk factors." Hello Gui: The heavy metal "gadolinium" is a neurotoxin retained for life

because, as of yet, no safe and effective chelator to remove it has been discovered. Gadolinium was approved for use in MRI

contrast in 1988 and soon after, we began seeing a high increase in Alzheimer's and dementia.  My mother passed from

Alzheimer's and had a couple of MRIs previously for an arm injury. It wasn't until I was poisoned myself with gadolinium that I

put two and two together. I'm not sure why no one is looking at this viable pattern and potential correlation between the two. I

don't believe in coincidence.
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Dark Chocolate, sardines, eggs, beef, duck/chicken, black beans, garlic/onions, oats, sunlight, a 50,000 IU D3 cap under the

tongue weekly, a well stocked pantry and maintaining a good bead on what the globalists are up to... everything needed to

sustain life/health and mental well-being. www.myfooddata.com/.../high-copper-foods.php
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In response to the question about SIDS, I wish all new parents would get a product called The Crescent Womb. It [ts over the crib and

it gently cradles newborn babies so much more comfortably than a hard mattress. It also protects the baby from getting into a position

where his breathing is obstructed. It can be used for about 6 months or 26 pounds.
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https://crescentwomb.com
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Interesting as I had to stop giving blood 3-4 times a year because my iron was not high enough is what I was told. They took a blood

sample and tested it before one could give. I think they wanted a 12 reading and I'd be anywhere from 8-10 if I remember correctly. Oh

well I gave a lot when I could so not caring about it now at 83. I got my 25 gallon license plate frame and my husband did as well. He is

gone now for 12 years but we use to go together every 56 days I believe it was if I remember right. They especially liked my blood as I

have O+ .
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Yes, 56 days is the minimum time to donate one pint if over 17 years old, so 6 times a year is possible.  That's what I do and my

ferritin is around 20.  Iron is also an extremely important molecule so I wonder if 20 is just a bit too low, especially if you dose

up with copper.
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Good health and a necessity to save lives with blood donation. In addition to lowering ferritin, repeated blood donations can

help blood Vow in a way that is less damaging to the lining of your blood vessels and may lead to fewer arterial blockages. The

American Journal of Epidemiology found that blood donors are 88% less likely to have a heart attack.

academic.oup.com/.../76921  A study in Health Psychology found that people who volunteered for altruistic reasons had a

signi[cantly lower risk of mortality four years later.

time.com/.../4-unexpected-bene[ts-of-donating-blood  (2020) Blood donation may offer protection against heart disease

Recent research has revealed even more cardiovascular bene[ts of blood donation. Blood donors, for example, have been

found to have lower total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol than non-donors. Additionally, a randomized, controlled trial found

that patients who have metabolic syndrome (sometimes called prediabetes) can lower their blood pressure, improve blood

sugar control, and reduce markers of cardiovascular risk by donating blood.

Blood donation reduces blood viscosity which is a strong predictor of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease.

Hyperviscosity not only drives the formation of plaques on arterial walls, but also increases the chances that one of those

plaques will rupture, releasing a clot that can cause a heart attack or stroke. In addition to reducing blood viscosity, donating

blood also decreases the body's iron stores, which can help decrease oxidative stress and inVammation in the arteries.

www.thecaregrouppc.com/protect-your-heart-donate-blood-2
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IMPORTANCE OF THE BLOOD SUPPLY Blood donors can experience several bene[ts. These include: 1.- Saving lives: A single

donation can save up to three lives. 2. Burn Calories: According to a 2010 article, donating blood can burn up to 650 calories per

donation Trusted Source. 3.- Reduce high blood pressure and cardiovascular diseases in general. - Each year, an estimated 6.8

million people in the U.S. donate blood. - 13.6 million units of whole blood and red blood cells are collected in the U.S. in a year.

- About 45% of people in the U.S. have Group O (positive or negative) blood; the proportion is higher among Hispanics (57%) and

African Americans (51%).

- Type O negative red cells can be given to patients of all blood types. Because only 7% of people in the U.S. are type O negative,

it's always in great demand and often in short supply. - Type AB plasma can be transfused to patients of all blood types. Since

only 4% of people in the U.S. have type AB blood, this plasma is usually in short supply. - Red blood cells must be used within 42

days (or less). - Platelets must be used within just 5 days.

www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/how-to-donate/how-blood-donations-h..

 www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/blood-donation-facts#bene[ts  - Due to their short shelf life of [ve days after collection,

blood banks constantly need platelet donations to be ready when needed. Red blood cells also have a short shelf life and must

be used within 42 days of collection. Plasma and cryoprecipitate can be frozen and stored for up to a year after donation.

www.angelesinstitute.edu/thenightingale/donating-blood-saving-lives
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One can search [blood donation eligibility requirements] ~~~  www.vitalant.org/blood-donation-requirements   ~~~

 www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/how-to-donate/eligibility-requireme..  ~~ www.giveblood.org/.../check-eligibility
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Thank you for the link, grulla. I was surprised those post cancer were not excluded from donating. I also wonder if those who

are retaining the heavy metal "gadolinium" from previous MRIs with contrast then transfer the toxin to unknowing blood

recipients, or is the donated blood cleansed of gadolinium before being used.
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Fascinating! So perhaps in centuries past there was a valid medical basis for using leeches to remove a small amount of a patient's

blood. Another message which I'll take away from this article is that a person with ME/CFS may have a low copper level but that a

blood test may not reveal it. Might they bene[t from including some copper-rich foods in their diet either way? Copper toxicity seems

to be rare.
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Hi Spice. What is essential is to maintain the balance between minerals. In my comment I have indicated the most essential

functions of copper. Copper is a trace mineral found in high concentrations in the brain, liver, and kidneys. However, due to their
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functions of copper. Copper is a trace mineral found in high concentrations in the brain, liver, and kidneys. However, due to their

size, bones and muscles contain more than half of the body's copper. Copper binds to ceruloplasmin in the liver, which

transports copper from the liver to peripheral tissues. Approximately 50 percent of copper is excreted in the bile, while the

remaining half is excreted through other gastrointestinal secretions. The gastrointestinal tract is the main regulator of copper

homeostasis.

Although copper is required as an important catalytic cofactor in redox chemistry for many proteins, when present in excess,

free copper ions can damage cellular components. People rarely develop copper toxicity. However, it can occur when a person

ingests high levels of the substance from contaminated water, food, or air. According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and

Disease Registry, industries released an estimated 1.4 billion pounds of copper into the environment in 2000. A delicate balance

between the uptake and output of copper ions determines the amount of cellular copper.

Excess copper induces not only oxidative stress but also DNA damage and reduced cell proliferation. Ingestion of more than 1 g

of copper sulfate produces symptoms of toxicity. Copperiedus (copper toxicity) can be caused by the consumption of acidic

foods cooked in uncoated copper cookware or by exposure to excess copper in drinking water or other environmental sources.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../NBK557456  (2021)/ www.medicalnewstoday.com/.../copper-toxicity
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In chronic fatigue syndrome, certain factors inVuence cognition, including metals such as aluminum, iron, and zinc; and steroids

such as dehydroepiandrosterone. The patients had a signi[cant increase in serum aluminum and a decrease in iron. In females,

serum iron and dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate were signi[cantly decreased and correlated

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0361923001004786  9 SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF COPPER DEFICIENCY

www.healthline.com/.../copper-de[ciency-symptoms  Dr. Charles Shepherd writes that, "The simple fact is that no one yet

knows the underlying cause(s) of ME/CFS, and while psychological and social factors may play a role, as in any chronic medical

condition, there is convincing evidence of abnormalities in functioning of the brain, muscles, endocrine and immune systems."

Mervyn Werbach from the literature suggests that several marginal nutritional de[ciencies may have etiological relevance.

These included de[ciencies of several B vitamins, vitamin C, magnesium, sodium, zinc, L-tryptophan, L-carnitine, coenzyme

Q10 and essential fatty acids. www.bmj.com/rapid-response/2011/10/30/nutritional-de[ciencies-found-m..  Dr. MERCOLA

published a report that advised eliminating simple carbohydrates from your diet, such as sugars and grains, especially wheat

products, and incorporating high-[ber and fermented foods may help heal your gut and improve your symptoms.

Grains are particularly troublesome. Research shows that gluten stimulates a molecule in the intestine called zonulin, a protein

that causes the junctions between cells in the intestinal lining to open. Intestinal permeability allows food particles, bacteria,

and waste products to escape. leak into the bloodstream and cause inVammation, immune reactions, and raise the risk of

developing various autoimmune disorders. articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2021/01/15/sindrome-de-..  (2021).
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The well-known symptoms of myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) are chronic pain, cognitive

dysfunction, post-exertional malaise, and severe fatigue. Another class of symptoms commonly reported in the context of

ME/CFS is gastrointestinal (GI) problems. These can occur due to comorbidities such as Crohn's disease or irritable bowel

syndrome (IBS), leaky gut, or as a symptom of ME/CFS due to a disruption of the complex interaction between the gut

microbiota (GM) and the GI tract of the host. This review summarizes the main [ndings related to dysbiosis and intestinal

permeability in ME/CFS. While GM homeostasis has been shown to be critical in many diseases, their role in ME/CFS

pathogenesis and disease development remains unclear and needs to be fully addressed to allow for proper disease

management.

Therapeutic applications aimed at reestablishing eubiosis and preventing leaky gut should be further tested in humans.

Alterations in the microbiome or metabolic endotoxemia should be considered potential biomarkers of the disease, although

gastrointestinal symptoms overlap with those of other disorders and may pose a concern for an accurate differential diagnosis.

It is evident through the links between GM alterations, inVammation, autoimmunity, and the gut-brain axis. The report contains

an overview of promising microbiome-based therapeutic applications for the chronic and highly debilitating disease that is

ME/CFS. www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2021)
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Thank you so much, as always, Gui! And especially for that last link at mdpi.com.  Cheers, Spice
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mirandola, I've had concerns not only with copper piping but had family with the turquoise blue stains on sinks, tubs, coming

from well water. As the article points out there is a difference in the recommended food sources with the copper having

different aspects to it, as opposed to supplements, Doc doesn't recommend the supplements. Still, especially in the family

members sourced water, it would seem there would be an overload, or canceling out any positives from food sources. Most of

all, to test for accurate levels seems to be very important but discult. We know this wouldn't [t anywhere in the

Rockefeller/Gates/Fauci cookie cutter one size [ts all, fast & quick cheat sheet chart medicine system.
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Copper is the one that nourishes the abdomen, from an energetic point of view. Zinc brings balance to the brain. Women need copper

because they bring the soul into physicality. The spirit is the one who [nds his home in physical life, as a soul in the woman's body

when she is meant to give life through birth. The element that brings the connection between soul and spirit in the physical body is

salt. Sea salt. Salt created by nature. Copper, zinc and salt are the ones that make the electrolysis of life possible on this planet, Earth,

in all organisms and beings. These three elements, together with iron, bring awareness. Consciousness in physicality. Or, looking

differently, what is physical becomes alive because of the consciousness that works through these elements, that is, the light.

Potassium and magnesium are the "key" that "opens" the work of the heart in synergy
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Does anyone know: when donating blood for the purposes of reducing stored iron in my body, is it better to donate "packed cells" or to

donate whole blood? The last time I donated blood they said I could donate the packed cells, which is what I did. Thank you!
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The term anemia, as it is generally used in clinical medicine, refers to a below-normal reduction in the number of red blood cells

per cubic millimeter, the amount of hemoglobin, and the volume of packed cells per 100 mL of blood. The easiest way to

determine the presence of anemia is to measure one or all of the criteria listed above. The most accurate procedure is the

measurement of the packed cell volume, followed by the determination of hemoglobin and [nally the total red blood cell count.

Using the data obtained, various erythrocyte indices such as mean corpuscular volume (MCV), mean corpuscular hemoglobin

(MCH), and mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC) can be calculated.

After blood donation, red blood cells are removed from the donated blood and stored as a unit of "packaged red blood cells" (or

packed cells). Cell concentrates are given to increase the level of hemoglobin and red blood cells. They do not contain plasma.

A preservative is added to prevent the blood from clotting. The plasma that is separated from a blood donation can be used for

a number of purposes. Plasma contains proteins called coagulation factors (or coagulation factors).

These proteins are necessary to make the blood clot. We can give a patient a plasma transfusion if the blood does not clot

properly. Whole blood also contains platelets. Platelets are the cells that stick together to help form a clot. Platelets are usually

removed from donated plasma and stored separately. This allows more than one patient to bene[t from a donated sample. A

unit of donated blood can be used to give red blood cells to one patient, clotting factors to another, and some platelets to a

third.
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When a patient needs a platelet transfusion, a unit of donated blood usually does not provide enough platelets. Therefore,

platelets from various donations are "pooled" or combined to give the patient an appropriate dose. Platelets may need to be

given if the patient has a very low platelet count and is at risk of bleeding. Patients who are bleeding profusely may need a

"massive transfusion." When we give a patient a lot of blood products, we will give her red blood cells with plasma and platelets

to try to replace all of her blood products. www.lhsc.on.ca/critical-care-trauma-centre/anemia-cbc-and-blood-produc..  (2021)

www.vin.com/apputil/content/defaultadv1.aspx?id=3979811&pid=11081&..
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Guillermou, I may have missed it in your responses, but to my question: as a blood donor wanting to reduce my iron stores, is

there a meaningful difference between donating the packed cells vs. donating whole blood? The last time I donated they took

packed cells (not sure whether this included the platelets) and returned the serum to me at the same time. Thank you.
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There are different types of blood replacements available when a patient needs a blood transfusion. Whole blood and packed

cells are two products among these varieties. When you donate blood The key difference between whole blood and packed cells

is that whole blood is blood obtained from a standard blood donation and contains plasma, white blood cells and red blood

cells, while packed cells are the red blood cells separated from centrifugation. of whole blood. There are different types of

blood replacements available when a patient needs a blood transfusion.

Whole blood is the blood that someone donates during a standard blood donation program. Therefore, it contains all the

components of blood. Packed blood cells are the red blood cells separated by centrifugation from whole blood. Packed cells

are useful when the patient has lost a lot of blood or is anemic. Before a blood transfusion, it will be helpful for people to be

aware of the difference between whole blood and packed cells. This report is very comprehensive.

www.differencebetween.com/difference-between-whole-blood-and-packed-ce..
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@"catspring47", according to the Dr Jeffrey Dach, donating blood website article, one should avoid donating blood via

recirculating the "leftovers", (such as Aphereris), back to the blood donor, and ONLY donate WHOLE blood.

jeffreydachmd.com/2013/04/donating-blood-prevents-heart-disease/  14th titled paragraph, "Cautions at the Blood Bank- Avoid

Automated Blood Collection, Apheresis, ABC,"  ALSO of interest

www.health.com/mind-body/4-unexpected-bene[ts-of-donating-blood   ~~~  www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks Grulla, very interesting. You are an expert in blood donation, horse breeding, railway construction, etc.
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"Thanks Grulla, very interesting. You are an expert in blood donation, horse breeding, railway construction, etc." Sadly, the

Russians, who I have supported against the Ukraine, and for some of their domestic policies, such as their commitment to a

national organic agricultural program, Vat income tax, stable and civilized population, and the possible construction of an

Interbering railroad tunnel connecting to the U.S. and Canada, etc., are defeating any popular support due to all this

unnecessary brutality, and even possible war crimes, against the Ukraine. There's nothing like giving a good cause(s) a bad

name. :-(  https://interbering.com/
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Thank you GRULLA, we also have the Nord Stream 2 which was built to double the shipments of natural gas from Russia to

Germany through the Baltic Sea. The Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline is an energy project designed so that the Russian giant

Gazprom can double its gas shipments directly to Germany through the Baltic Sea, avoiding the usual obligatory passage

through Ukraine. However, more than an 11,000 million dollar project, it is a symbol of discord in the European Union and a

protagonist of the growing tensions between Russia and the West. "If Russia invades, that is, tanks or troops cross the

Ukrainian border again, then there will be no more Nord Stream 2.

We will put an end to it," was the threat launched on Monday, February 7, 2022 by the president of the United States, Joe Biden.

"But how exactly will you do that, given that the project is under German control?" one of the journalists responded incredulously

at a press conference after a meeting in Washington with German Chancellor Olaf Scholz. The head of the White House,

sentenced: "We will do it, I promise you, we can do it." But his approach left more questions than answers among those who

wonder how the United States can effectively stop a project already executed thousands of miles away.

Joe Biden, for his part, has been a staunch opponent of the project. And it is that both the United States and the European Union

fear increasing their energy dependence on Russia and that the Kremlin will take advantage of it to use it as a political weapon.

Germany, which is on the side of Ukraine, is the least vocal about Nord Stream 2 among its peers, as its energy security could be

compromised if the megaproject does not see the light of day. www.bbc.com/.../world-europe-60131520  (2022)

www.france24.com/es/programas/econom%C3%ADa/20220208-nord-stream-2-ten..
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Thanks, Grulla. Very helpful. Much appreciated.
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I used to work for One Blood in Florida. Packed cells are a donation called double red blood cells. They take the rbc's and return

everything else to the donor. They try to persuade the O- donors to do this procedure. But instead of being able to donate every

56 days as with a whole blood donation, the double red blood cell donors donate every 112 days.
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Good Morning, Off topic. Does anyone have access to any articles addressing SIDS deaths within 48 hours of well baby visit? I have

searched the web , but can’t [nd any or may be I just did dig down deep enough. Thought before i did this, I’d ask here. I have read in

the past several articles regarding this didn’t save. Thank you if you can help and thank you for reading.
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I just googled it, you could have too. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2214750021001268  This article is by Neil Z. Miller, a very

well-known and respected vaccine journalist. He has so many books on vaccines that you should check out too. Of course, the

other side like CDC and MSM denies the vaccines have anything to do with SIDS.
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In addition to vaccinations most SIDS deaths occur in infants between 1 and 4 months of age, and cases increase during cold

weather. Babies may be at higher risk for SIDS if they: • your mother smoked, drank or used drugs during pregnancy and after

giving birth • your mother had poor prenatal care • were born prematurely or with low birth weight • there is a family history of

SIDS • their mothers were under 20 when they gave birth • are around tobacco smoke after birth SIDS is more likely in babies

who sleep on their stomachs than in babies who sleep on their backs. Babies should also not be placed on their sides to sleep.

A baby can easily roll from a side position to a tummy while sleeping.

Some researchers believe that sleeping on your stomach can block your airway. Stomach sleeping can increase "rebreathing,"

when babies breathe in their own exhaled air, especially if the baby is sleeping on a soft mattress or with bedding, stuffed toys,

or a pillow close to their face. As the baby breathes back the exhaled air, the oxygen level in the body drops and the carbon

dioxide level rises. Babies who die of SIDS may have a problem with the part of the brain that helps control breathing and

wakefulness during sleep. kidshealth.org/.../sids.html
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childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-lockdown-vaccine-rates-dropp..
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ab70bandit
Joined On 12/4/2012 12:21:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been following Morley Robbins for the past year...was pleasantly surprised to see this interview with Dr. Mercola
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bluesalvia
Joined On 10/21/2010 12:23:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks very much to Morley Robbins and to Dr. Mercola for bringing this very important discussion to our attention. Thanks to all the

posters here as well. Excellent commentary by all.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

here it is..... learnj how to die or not......wake up!~  bioinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/BioInitiativeReport-RF-Color..   speard

this around to your schools..its in ur car...in your home.... bioinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/BioInitiativeReport-RF-Color..  
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LaurenGuinda
Joined On 8/31/2020 9:14:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps removing blood, an old fashioned medical practice, wasn't so terrible after all.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, blood letting (phlebotomies) were good as long as they weren't overdone, as in George Washington's situation, that Dr.

Jeffrey Dach writes and describes in his website article blog.

jeffreydachmd.com/2013/04/donating-blood-prevents-heart-disease/
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has been said many times before. When it comes to donating blood and in life, the more that is given, the more that is added. Seems

we have a winning topic in this article/Video discussion. (Albeit the 2 years of Covid 19 had placed a total burden on all global blood

banks and donating.)!!
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On the other hand, re Mr. Robbins, there is this: www.amazon.com/product-reviews/1662910282/ref=acr_dp_hist_1?ie=UTF8&am..
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afreece
Joined On 12/5/2021 11:47:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please include the units for serum ferritin so I can convert my Australian units to whatever it is you are using in this article.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SERUM FERRITIN UNIT CONVERTER https://unitslab.com/node/72

 ---------------------------------------------------www.scymed.com/.../tbcbdqh1.htm
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drmark.mcfarlandgmail.co
Joined On 4/3/2022 5:35:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's hard to read such a long article with my adult addhad. what i want to know is are the retro viruses made by God or man?
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anybody have a view about this article in relation to polycythaemia vera. My friend has it with a iron level of about 5 although he

has no symptoms and the condition was discovered during a routine blood test. Thanks.
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Polycythemia vera (PV) is a chronic myeloproliferative neoplasm. Virtually all patients with PV are iron de[cient at presentation

and/or during the course of their illness. The coexistence of iron de[ciency and polycythemia presents a physiological

disconnect. Hepcidin, the main regulator of iron metabolism, is regulated by circulating iron levels, erythroblastic secretion of

erythroferrone, and inVammation. Both decreased circulating iron and increased erythroferrone levels, which occur as a

consequence of erythroid hyperplasia in PV, are expected to suppress hepcidin and allow recovery from iron de[ciency.

Possible defects in iron absorption, abnormal detection and signaling of hypoxia, and bleeding frequency to explain iron

de[ciency in PV patients have not been fully elucidated.

Insusciently suppressed hepcidin, given the degree of iron de[ciency in PV patients, strongly suggests that altered iron

metabolism is an important component of the pathobiology of PV. The JAK2 V617F and JAK2 exon 12 mutations suggest that

speci[c regions in JAK2 may inVuence iron metabolism through nuanced changes in erythropoietin receptor signaling. In this

review, we comprehensively report the clinical consequences of iron de[ciency in PV, provide a framework for understanding

potential dysregulation of iron metabolism, and present a rationale for additional therapeutic options for iron-de[cient PV

patients. www.nature.com/.../s41375-018-0207-9  (2018)
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Polycythemia vera (pol-e-sy-THEE-me-uh VEER-uh) is a type of blood cancer. It causes your bone marrow to make too many red

blood cells. These excess cells thicken the blood and slow its Vow, which can cause serious problems, such as blood clots.

Polycythemia vera is rare. It usually develops slowly, and you may have it for years without knowing it. The condition is often

found during a blood test done for another reason. Polycythemia vera (PV) is characterized by erythropoiesis and

JAK2-activating mutations, with increased risks of morbidity and mortality. Most PV patients are iron de[cient.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28193568/#:~:text=Polycythemia%20vera%20

(PV)%20is%20characterized,exacerbate%20iron%20de[ciency%2Dassociated%20complications.
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Thrombosis and bleeding are common in people with PV, as a result of disruption of hemostatic mechanisms due to (1) an

increased level of red blood cells and (2) an elevated platelet count. There are [ndings indicating the additional roles of tissue

factor and polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PML) in coagulation, the platelet surface as a contributor to phospholipid-dependent

coagulation reactions, and the entity of platelet microparticles. PV tends to be milder in women than men, with lower rates of

myocardial infarction and peripheral arterial disease (although this may be related to lower rates of smoking in women).

However, venous thrombosis is more common in women; in particular, the rate of splanchnic vein thrombosis is signi[cantly

higher in young women. Hyperhomocystinemia is a risk factor for thrombosis and is also highly prevalent in patients (35% in

controls, 56% in people with polycythemia vera). emedicine.medscape.com/.../205114-overview  (2021) POLYCYTHEMIA VERA

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS emedicine.medscape.com/.../205114-questions-and-answers  THE DOCTOR. MERCOLA HAS

REPORTED ON GUIDELINES TO AVOID BLOOD COAGULATION AND HYPERHOMOCYSTEINE.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"which implies the pH of 7, because that's when water exists" I had to quit reading after this garbage. According to Robbins if there is

water in our pool, the PH is 7! Ditto every ocean, lake, and stream! Not what I've observed. How could anyone worth listening to, about

anything, write this? Very disappointing because after Dr. M's high praise I thought I'd learn something useful.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off-topic: NYT.com ran another hit piece on Dr. Robert Malone today, written by a hack formerly fr. BuzzFeed. How can we tell she's a

hack? Answer: the lies she chooses to tell about Malone. NYT has to recon[rm its membership in the Trusted News Initiative

regularly...Malone is a fav target. This link may be behind a paywall:

www.nytimes.com/2022/04/03/technology/robert-malone-covid.html?searchR..
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linae.smits
Joined On 6/7/2017 5:33:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have suffered from fatigue for years. My lack of energy runs my life. I always thought it was from hypothyroidism. I’m going to get my

hands on minerals and try to start donating blood. I’m 62. Great article!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before you jump on this, you may want to read the suggestion by Forbidden Healing and get hair and mineral testing

(somewhere below). AND at least 12 nutrients are needed for proper thyroid function, make sure you have all 12 onboard at any

one time!
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scottcurtis5472gmail.com
Joined On 1/11/2021 4:45:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dumb/rookie questions- Type AB blood. As "universal recipient" always had in my head that my blood was no good to anyone other

than maybe the other ABs. So never donated. Can I still donate AB (to get rid of presumed excess iron as discussed in Mercola/Morley

interview)? Quick search on AB donation shows more demand for plasma/platelets. Is this at all the same or similar to blood

donation?...in terms of producing the same bene[t of eliminating excess iron?
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would caution against loading up on any mineral without a hair metal/mineral analysis to reveal levels and ratios. Vitamin C can

increase iron absorption, but can also keep iron safely bound in ferritin complex...Vitamin C is Vitamin C (.period) "Whole food Vit C" is

a complex, desirable yes but unobtainium in mega quantities where pro/anti oxidant qualities are both desired using sodium

ascorbate. Vit C is also involved in preventing acidity/hypoxia (HIF 1) anaerobic metabolism/angiogenesis and protective of O2

.....Xcess Cu levels can encourage angiogenesis to favor tumor growth and even violent criminal behavior/NAC-glutathione opposes.

Iron, copper and calcium are discussed by Dr. Thomas Levy in several youtubes;

www.bing.com/videos/search?q=dr+levy+calcium+youtube&docid=6080240..
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Yes Randall, the balance and quantity of physiological metals and a dose is essential for health. Metals are involved in different

pathophysiological mechanisms associated with neurodegenerative diseases (NDD), including Alzheimer's disease (AD),

Parkinson's disease (PD), and multiple sclerosis (MS). The objective of this study was to review the effects of the essential

metals zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe) on the central nervous system (CNS), as well as the mechanisms

involved in their neurotoxicity. Low levels of Zn, as well as high levels of Cu, Mn, and Fe are involved in the activation of

inVammatory, oxidative, and nitrosative stress response signaling pathways, including nuclear factor kappa B and activator

protein-1.

The imbalance of these metals affects the structural, regulatory and catalytic functions of different enzymes, proteins,

receptors and transporters. Neurodegeneration occurs through the association of metals with proteins and the subsequent

induction of aggregate formation creating a vicious circle by disrupting mitochondrial function, which depletes adenosine

triphosphate and induces cell death by apoptotic mechanisms and/or necrotic. The report detailing the imbalances and speci[c

mechanisms by which metals disrupt redox homeostasis is essential to understanding the pathophysiology of AD, PD and MS.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0161813X19300750  (2019) Research has shown that numerous transition

metal-based compounds could modulate autophagy, promising a new therapeutic strategy for metal-related diseases and the

design of metal-based agents.

Copper, zinc, and manganese, which are common components in physiological pathways, play important roles in the

progression of cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, and cardiovascular diseases. Furthermore, copper, zinc or manganese

enrichment can regulate autophagy. onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../jcp.30359  (2021)
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Excess serum Cu is signi[cantly associated with the risk of NAFLD, which is prominent in women, middle-aged people, and

subjects with an improved state of insulin resistance, and also appears to be related to the severity of NAFLD. Care needs to be

taken with the toxic effect of Cu and prospective cohort and mechanistic studies are needed to verify the causal effect of Cu on

NAFLD. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0147651321004061  (2021) Anemia, frailty, and inVammation factors are potential risk

factors in Alzheimer's disease, metal abnormalities including iron (Fe), zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), and aluminum (Al) also deserve

consideration [2] and may be related to the central abnormalities leading to manifestations of the observed risk factors.

Epidemiological studies that include Al concentrations in drinking water have been shown to increase the risk of AD when the

corresponding levels of silicon are taken into account. Elevated levels of free Cu and defective ceruloplasmin, or

apoceruloplasmin that lacks bound copper, are associated with Alzheimer's AD and may be an identi[able risk factor for the

development of the disease. n.neurology.org/content/loss-metal-homeostasis-may-be-additional-risk-..  (2019). Under an

inVammatory initiation signal from elevated serum levels of soluble tumor necrosis factor, an increase in the Cu/Zn ratio can

further exacerbate inVammation and is synergistically associated with high prev onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../jdi.13659  (2021)
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The biochemist Gabriela Salvador, a Conicet researcher, has detected that those who suffer from Parkinson's or Alzheimer's

have a greater amount of these metals, copper and iron, in speci[c regions of the brain. the presence of an excess of metals

generates neuronal dysfunction and death. She says "The accumulation of transition metals occurs because there is an

alteration of multiple cellular mechanisms, imbalances that can cause toxic effects that damage all components of the cell, and

proteins, lipids and DNA and is associated with oxidative stress. Among the factors that generate oxidative stress are eating

habits, alcohol, stress, smoking, depression, anxiety, pollution and a sedentary lifestyle”, explains the researcher.

Copper could be involved in the formation of senile plaques through hypermethylation of β-amyloid peptides, possibly leading

to zinc depletion, increased oxidative stress, and even brain damage. Also polymorphism in the ATP7B gene that can modify the

risk of developing Alzheimer's. lpi.oregonstate.edu/.../copper  (2018) .. Oxidative stress plays a crucial role in the

neurodegenerative process and can impair cognitive functions. In the prevention of Alzheimer's disease (AD), an adequate

consumption of dietary antioxidants may be a major factor.

The concentrations of Se, Cu and Zn in the sera were determined by the atomic absorption spectrometry method. TAS was

estimated spectrophotometrically using ready-made kits (Randox). Signi[cantly lower concentrations of Se, Zn and TAS, and

higher Cu:Zn ratio in the serum of patients with AD, compared to healthy people, were observed. Selected dietary habits such as

the frequency of consumption of various food products had a signi[cant impact on the concentration of the parameters

assessed in the serum of people with AD. www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2021)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forbidden, some reason, any reason you did not chose this presentation by Dr Levy? Vitamin C, Mitochondria, and Cellular

Energy - - - www.bing.com/videos/search?q=dr+levy+calcium+youtube&&view=det..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Gui...Positive metal ions suck-up electrons leading to oxidative stress/acidity and the destruction of

O2>>>H2O....Antioxidant intake helps limit inVammation until detox protocols reduce levels..I use Vit C megadose to mobilize

metals into the bloodstream and either chlorella/charcoal/clay to chelate from intestines and sauna sweat-out. Rrrreal...That

page also offered many more Levy lectures...youpicyoutube.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randall, also. High blood copper (Cu) and homocysteine (Hcy) concentrations have been independently reported as risk

factors for cardiovascular disease. When measured simultaneously, a concomitant increase in both parameters has been

observed in association with vascular dysfunction. Cu-chelating penicillamine can signi[cantly decrease the inhibitory effect of

Hcy on endothelial function, which has led to the interpretation that Cu mediates the deleterious effect of Hcy. However, Cu

itself has been shown to be bene[cial to the cardiovascular system. In particular, Cu promotion of angiogenesis has been well

documented. Cu stimulates endothelial cell proliferation and differentiation and promotes microtubule formation in cultured

saphenous veins.

Cu forms complexes with Hcy, and Cu-Hcy complexes have deleterious potential due to their redox properties.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../21130114  In this study, the simultaneous exposure of a higher amount of iron and a lower amount of

copper, the risk of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) with an environmental risk score > 0.232 was 8.96 times (OR = 8.96) than the

score ≤0.232. Conclusions A higher ratio of iron to copper de[ciency may be independent risk factors for CVD. The

environmental risk score could be a good indicator of the simultaneous exposure of iron and copper in the blood, which have a

better predictive value of CVD. journal11.magtechjournal.com/.../709  (2021)
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui...The diversity of gut microbes plays a huge role in controlling homocysteine/B vit/inVammation levels and metal

removal...and should be considered before supplementations...Without a hair analysis taking Fe/Cu/Ca supps can be

dangerous, though Mg depletes constantly and is generally de[cient in 70% of the population and safe....Any need for

angiogenesis betrays the danger of tumor stimulation and betrays underlying acidic hypoxia which should be [rst focus. Mo C

never hurts!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The heavy metal gadolinium used in MRI contrast is a known retained neurotoxin. Since Alzheimer's and dementia have

"inexplicably" increased in the past couple of decades and gadolinium use was approved in 1988, why has no one looked at the

very possible gadolinium/Alzheimer's connection?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

har1272 - they did! Here's the latest from the FDA in 2018:

www.fda.gov/drugs/drug-safety-and-availability/fda-drug-safety-communi.. , lots more technical articles are posted on the

alzheimer's connection. Use your search engine (not Google) at least 6 articles immediately show up.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks rrealrose. The problem is, even though they are [nally admitting gadolinium is retained, they are still claiming they have

found no adverse effects from a toxin that is retained for life. Even a 5 year old knows eating poison is bad. "Gadolinium

retention has not been directly linked to adverse health effects in patients with normal kidney function, and we have concluded

that the bene[t of all approved GBCAs continues to outweigh any potential risks."
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Healthyforus
Joined On 6/2/2007 10:41:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does taking IP6 and Inositol on an empty stomach [rst thing morning does it work to lower iron? Does taking EDTA [rst thing work? If

our body weight is too low, it's impossible to give blood. What can people do then?
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DeeMarie123
Joined On 9/22/2015 8:19:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are a fair few iron binders/chelators out there for people who can't donate. Quercetin, IP6, turmeric, apolactoferrin, green

tea etc and I would take these away from food. I've never heard of EDTA being used for this.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Inositol hexaphosphate IP(6) is a well-known inhibitor of iron absorption, while the effects of less phosphorylated derivatives of

IP(6) are less well known. In this study the aim was to investigate the effects of inositol tri-, tetra- and pentaphosphates IP(3),

IP(4) and IP(5), respectively) on iron absorption in humans. Iron absorption was reduced by 54% and 64%, respectively,

suggesting that IP(3) and IP(4) contributed to the inhibitory effect. Conclusions: IP(5) has an inhibitory effect on iron

absorption, while IP(3) and IP(4) alone do not have such an effect. IP(3) and IP(4) in processed foods contribute to the negative

effect on iron absorption, presumably by binding iron between different inositol phosphates. To enhance iron absorption from

cereals and legumes, degradation of inositol phosphates should be to less phosphorylated inositol phosphates than IP(3)

academic.oup.com/.../4431044
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dietary factors contribute signi[cantly to the development of iron de[ciency and subsequently iron de[ciency anemia. Iron

absorption by intestinal enterocytes controls iron balance, but there is no controlled iron excretion pathway. Although heme iron

makes up a smaller portion of dietary iron, it is highly bioavailable and 20% to 30% of heme iron is absorbed. In contrast,

nonheme iron absorption is much more variable and is signi[cantly affected by other components of the diet; with 1%-10% iron

we have not absorbed. Ferrous ion uptake by dcytB is driven by proton cotransport, so an acidic duodenal pH facilitates iron

uptake and is competitively inhibited by other divalent cations. Ascorbic acid is one of the most effective enhancers of

non-heme iron absorption.

Other dietary factors, such as citric and other organic acids and carotenes, similarly enhance nonheme iron absorption. In

addition, animal proteins, such as meat, [sh and poultry, improve iron absorption. Meat also promotes nonheme iron absorption

by activating gastric acid production. In contrast, nonheme iron absorption is inhibited by phytic acid in grains and cereals and

by polyphenols in some vegetables, coffee, tea, and wine. These inhibitors have bound nonheme iron, making it unavailable for

absorption. Dietary factors that inVuence iron absorption are described in Table 1.

www.peertechzpublications.com/.../IJASFT-4-133.php
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Two years ago, my blood work showed that I was anemic and had high iron levels. I took Alpha Lipoic Acid (600 mg) twice a day to

bring down my iron level, and used the Healthy Swinger every day to increase red blood cell production. It worked. My blood work this

year was normal.
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tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not everyone can donate, I have never been allowed because of my size, 4’ 11” 90 lbs. So does that mean I don’t need to or I’m just out

of luck using that method to reduce iron load?
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm also too small. Dr. Mercola wrote that he'll give us some info. "Although blood donation is one highly effective way to lower

your iron, it is not the ideal, as losing 10% of your blood in one sitting can be a problem for many. It is far easier on your system

to remove blood in smaller amounts once a month on the schedule I have listed below. If you have congestive heart failure or

severe COPD, you should discuss this with your doctor, but otherwise this is a fairly appropriate recommendation for most. Men

150 ml Postmenopausal Women 100 ml Premenopausal Women 50 ml                       I'm investigating a do-it-yourself at home

phlebotomy. I've previously tried a therapeutic phlebotomy with a doctor's prescription, but that's a frustrating and

time-consuming and expensive method because the doctors don't want to do it, the blood bank doesn't want to do it, and I want

to donate more often than they'll approve.

I've seen online at least two people demonstrating how to do it by yourself. Phlebotomy books are available, but the state of

residence determines how easily phlebotomy supplies can be bought. The following 1st video has no closed captions, and it's

short in duration. The 2nd video has CC available so you can enable CC. It's longer with more details so it's worth waiting for

after the [rst video ends. I've added the [rst video to my reading list, and the 2nd video follows automatically.

 www.youtube.com/watch
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dahinton
Joined On 1/1/2008 3:18:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recent labs showed elevated iron. Tried IP-6 yesterday. Thought I was going to die.
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about the deposition and accumulation of gadolinium (from MRI’s) and it’s effect on mineral derangement seen on hair test?

Interesting I have read that there are other contrast mediums to come to market. Iron and or manganese based.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you have more information on mineral derangement from gadolinium? Btw, iron and/or manganese based contrasts are not

a very good choice, either. There is one out[t using AI rather than contrasts for MRI. Even though the FDA claims MRIs are safe,

who knows since they've been known to lie to the public before.
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mlredmond
Joined On 1/29/2011 4:48:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard that the blood from the blood banks goes to blood sacri[ce rituals. I stopped giving blood. Many organizations are not what

you think, another is Planned Parenthood.
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wil4648
Joined On 3/12/2014 8:02:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone yet mentioned that copper and zinc are kind of on opposite ends of a seesaw? If copper is high give zinc and if zinc is high

give copper. Since many people have been supplementing with zinc along with Hydroxychloroquine I would think they might be low in

copper by now.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola for writing about copper, an often overlooked nutrient and about iron excess, and how we can look out for our

mitochondrial health, another under-discussed issue. Much appreciation! I would believe that copper can be helpful to jumpstarting

mitochondrial function and sustaining its energy. If one touches copper, holding it in one's hands for only a mere few minutes, the

hands warm up. Circulation starts to Vow. It's true! ~~~~(New paragraph)~~~~~But then again there is the other side to the story.

Multiple sources warn of copper toxicity only where it is of course, in excess. And because very small doses are required for health

from copper, that delicate balance, the see-saw can easily be tipped.

The zinc-copper ratio is particularly important to maintain for optimal neurological and immune health, according to various

naturopathic authorities. **Excess** copper can also affect red blood cells and liver health. And the Nutritional Almanac states that

where the zinc-copper ratio is off, and copper is too high, impulse control can become an issue. Recall again, copper is a warming,

"Yang" metal, and where excess stimulation (yang) occurs, we get imbalance in the health picture. Again the right amount is only very

helpful! I have learned, the more I have read over the decades about nutrition and health, that balance is key.
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candigirltoo
Joined On 11/29/2008 11:58:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stumbled upon Morley's magnesium FB group several years ago and decided he was a crank, very dogmatic, controlling, narrow

minded, and perhaps misreading the science. So I left the group. Did I get it wrong?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No idea if you did the right thing or not; however, You may want to get onto the Dr Carolyn Dean weekly broadcasts instead.

Check out her website [rst and see if you resonate with what she is saying.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Various sources I have read, discuss copper excess symptoms wherever a household has copper plumbing pipes.
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please include other options in future to lower iron besides blood donation and maximum red meat amounts we should eat daily...

Infrared sauna for example can help for iron and hope that can be discussed in future....
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Bitcopper
Joined On 12/16/2021 1:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So since I don't believe that we were created with a system de[ciency that means we cannot control our iron levels, this article more or

less implies that to be 'all natural', bloody violence IS a solution. ;)
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take a trip on evolutionary road. For a species to survive it must reproduce and the infants must survive and reproduce

themselves and so on. Reproductive females of our species bleed monthly. To maintain blood levels more blood must be made.

To make more blood iron is used. Iron is not uniformly available around the world so a system of corporal storage is bene[cial

to successful reproduction. Unfortunately evolution did not provide a convenient system to dispose of iron for males of the

species, but they survive long enough to reproduce.

Humans are the only primates where the average life expectancy is much beyond reproductive age. Which means old folks are

necessary for the survival of the species because of accumulated knowledge and wisdom and the support for the next

generation. Post menopausal women do not die at the same age as men on average, partially because their iron storage tanks

were not as packed because of menstruation. There are species such as the honey bee that the males sole purpose is to

provide sperm. Their short but happy life ends once they have donated sperm to the queen bee.

That human males have to deal with iron toxicity is small sacri[ce for a full and eventful life and the opportunity to help with

grandchildren. Through most of human existence there was no organized "bloody violence". See the incredible book "The Dawn

of Everything". I am sure there were accidents and the occasional interpersonal violence that led to loss of blood. In which case

the iron storage system helped those individuals to survive and reproduce.
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nshevchuk
Joined On 12/8/2019 3:54:27 PM
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Thank you for this excellent article. Unfortunately, donating blood is a bad idea because you risk getting trapped into the AIDS hoax via

HIV tests (which are meaningless for informed people but destroy millions of lives of uninformed people).
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Now that it's been coming out that the vaccinated masses will also have COVAIDS, it's an even worse idea to get tested and to

give blood.
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scuppi
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:28:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IP-6 is useless, Dr. Mercola? You better do some research, because there is plenty to show that IP-6 does lower iron {ferritin, etc}.

 Scienti[c and clinical studies prove it out.  And, now, because your audience values your opinion, you managed to dissuade people

from using a valuable compound. You also didn't happen to mention that Robbins promotes rice bran, high in IP-6:

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28068635/#:~:text=Oral%20administration%20of%2..  (0,serum%20ferritin%20and%20serum%20enzymes.

http://www.ip-6.net/
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